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Abstract
© 2016, Econjournals. All rights reserved.The urgency of the problem stated in the paper is
reasoned by the fact that the rapid acceleration of the changes of the existing economic and
institutional conditions raises the need to develop new theoretical-methodological and practical
approaches to  the problems’  solving in  order  to  achieve sustainable  growth of  innovation
growth. The purpose of the paper is developing of a methodology to assess the open national
innovation systems through the use of econometric models. The leading approach to the study
of this problem is the method of economic-mathematical modeling, allowing evaluating of the
level of national innovation systems’ openness using quantitative indicators and building of
innovative development’s forecasts. The article reveals the essence of open innovations, open
national innovation systems, on the basis of production functions the forecast of the share of
service sector’s value added in gross domestic product is built using additive and multiplicative
models. Paper Submissions are of theoretical and practical significance for open innovation
management models’ development, as well as for the development of the state innovation
policy’s strategy.
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